Recently unusual properties of water in single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) with diameters ranging from 1.05 nm to 1.52 nm were observed. It was found that water in the CNT remains in an ice-like phase even when the temperature ranges between 105 -151 C and 87 -117 C for CNTs with diameters 1.05 nm and 1.06 nm respectively. Apart from the high freezing points, the solidliquid phase transition temperature was found to be strongly sensitive to the CNT diameter. In this paper we show that water in such CNT's can admit coherent nanoscale structures provided certain conditions are met. The formation of such coherent structures allows for high values of solid-liquid phase transition temperatures that are in qualitative agreement with the empirical data. The model also predicts that the phase transition temperature scales inversely with the square of the effective radius available for the water flow within the CNT. This is consistent with the observed sensitive dependence of the solid-liquid phase transition temperature on the CNT diameter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently unusual properties of water in single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) with diameters ranging from 1.05 nm to 1.52 nm were observed [1] . It was found that the water in the CNT remains in an ice-like phase even when the temperature ranges between 105 -151 C and 87 -117 C for CNTs with diameters 1.05 nm and 1.06 nm respectively. Apart from the high freezing points, the solid-liquid phase transition temperature was found to be very sensitive to the CNT diameter, with the freezing point decreasing by 20% for increase of diameter of .01 nm. The experimental observations reported are in qualitative agreement with the presence of a single layer of the ice like phase [2, 3] , although the phase transition points obtained using such a model are significantly different. Neither the sensitive dependence of the transition temperature on the CNT diameter nor its high value can be understood in terms of models considered, as highlighted in [1] . In view of this alternative ideas need to be considered. In this paper we will explore whether these unusual observed features can be understood in terms of an emergent coherent mesoscopic scale phase of water. The idea of emergent mesoscopic scale coherent structure has been previously used to explain puzzling observed features of mesoscopic magnetism [4] and of water microbubbles [5] . It has been shown that stable coherent mesoscopic structures can form due to the interaction of bound electrons of the mesoscopic system with the ever present zero-point electromagnetic (ZPEM) field, provided a number of system specific constraints are met [6] . Here we suggest that such a picture of mesoscopic coherent surface layer formation [6] , which has found applications in mesoscopic magnetism [4] and water nanobubbles [5] , might shed light on the current problem.
II. MODEL
The physical reason for coherence structure formation [6] can be briefly summarized as due to a ZPEM field effecting all bound electrons and lowering their ground state energies in a coherent way [7] . This idea is demonstrated by considering a mesoscopic system of volume V with N bound electrons which have two energy levels and can be described by a Hamiltonian
The electron-electron interactions are neglected. For the current problem, the two levels appearing in H are that of electronic states of water molecules which are selected to maximize the possibility of stable mesoscopic coherent structure formation in a CNT. We set the ground state energy to zero. The excitation energy is taken to be E = ω and G ω is the mixing element due to the ZPEM field between the two bound states where
Here ρ 01 represents the mixing of the two energy levels due to the ZPEM field, V is the volume of the mesoscopic surface layer, δV denotes the fluctuation of the mesoscopic volume due to the interaction with ZPEM and α is the electromagnetic fine structure constant. The fluctuations due to the ZPEM field are such that δV V << 1 (see Appendix A for details). The mixing due to the ZPEM field leads to the lowering of the ground state energy from 0 to −G 2 ω and an increase of the excited state energy by the same amount [6] .
A special property of a coherent water layer is that it expels air molecules dissolved in it. The physical reason for this is that molecules of water in a coherent state have a common frequency which leads to an additional time dependent force that is attractive for molecules in resonance but repulsive for those not in resonance [8] . Thus the air molecules not in resonance with the water molecule oscillations, experience a repulsive force, leading to their expulsion (see Appendix B for details). There are sufficient number of these expelled air molecules to form a ring surrounding the water molecules [9] . In addition, the hydrophobic surface of the CNT repels the water molecules. In our model we expect that the volume available for water flow is reduced by the presence of the expelled air molecules. Taking the diameter of air molecule to be 2.92 A
• we expect a gap of this size between the water layer and the CNT surface [10, 11] . Thus the effective radius r e of the water column for a CNT with diameter 1.05 nm would be 2.33 A
• and the corresponding r e for the 1.06 nm diameter CNT would be 2.38 A
• . It is known that water molecules can form clusters [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and there is both theoretical [2, 14] and experimental [14] evidence for water clusters in CNT's. Furthermore, MD simulations of 6-20 water molecules show that most stable clusters are formed by square and pentagonal water structures [17] . Taking the diameter of a water molecule to be 2.75 A
• , the effective CNT volume available for water flow in our model is compatible with the existence of stable water clusters.
The mesoscopic coherent structure of water can only exist and be stable as a quasi 2-dimensional layer [6] . In the present case, there are a small number of water molecules in any given cross-section of the CNT, that form the required mesoscopic layer. It was also necessary that the two electronic bound states of the water molecules used in the model are stable. If these conditions are met, a coherent mesoscopic layer of water molecules can form as interactions of the surface layer molecules with the ZPEM field results in the decrease in energy of the original ground state energy and an increase in energy of an excited state that is in resonance with a ZPEM frequency. Such an effect for molecules in a tunable cavity have been observed [7] . However in [6] it was shown that such tuning is not needed for a properly chosen mesoscopic domain volume V . The conditions that the coherent structure be stable at a temperature T are given by [6] 
whereǫ is the difference between the ionization energy of a bound electron in water and the excited state energy of the two level system.
III. RESULTS
We are now ready to state the results of [6] for the system of interest. For the coherent layer water volume V = πr 2 e λ, where λ = 2πc νE , E = ω is the energy difference between the two electronic states of the water and ν = 1.5 is the refractive index of water, we get
The maximum number of electrons N that can contribute to the coherent structure formation is given by N = 
where r w denotes the radius of a water molecule. If the energy difference between the two levels of the system is given by ω = E, then the corresponding wavelength in the coherent water volume is given by
Thus the maximum number of coherent electrons in the volume V is given by for the CNT's with diameters 1.05 nm and 1.06 nm respectively. For a typical value of E = ω = 5 eV, the length of the coherent cylindrical water structure is given by λ = 1.65 × 10 −5 cm, For a CNT of diameter 1.06 nm, the corresponding maximum number of coherent electrons is given by N = 2.7 × 10 3 , which falls well within the above limit on N . The parameter G depends on the transition matrix element ρ 01 . Let us estimate its value. ρ 01 depends on the two electronic states of the water molecule. The two states are assumed to be effective Rydberg states and carry angular momenta l and l + 1 respectively, since in this simplified model, the transition matrix between the two states is non-zero only if their angular momenta differ by 1. The geometrical picture uses cylindrical coordinates to locate a water molecule and then describes the effective electronic states in terms of standard spherical polar coordinates. Thus we take 
If we denote by ǫ =ǫ − G 2 ω, where E = ω andǫ is the difference between the dissociation scale and the excited state energy of the two level system electronic system, then we get
Putting these together we get ρ(l, l + 1) = √ 2m e ǫ l + 1 2 2l + 4 2l + 1 (13) Note that the applicability of our model for the bound electrons of water molecules requires that both the ground and excited states should be stable. This is not the case for free water molecule [18] . However the presence of the CNT boundary and the presence of the nearly free electrons within the CNT can make the relevant electronic states stable so that coherent structures can form and the results used hold. Using these ingredients, we find that the quantity G has the form
where r e is measured in cm and the energies E = ω and ǫ are measured in ergs. Recall that the mixing of the two electronic states of water due to the ZPEM field increases the energy of the excited state by G 2 E where E = ω. In order for the system to be stable under dissociation, the condition G 2 E < ǫ has to be satisfied. This ensures that the Table I : The first three columns refer to the experimental data [1] for the 1.05 nm and 1.06 nm CNT's. We have used the maximum reported temperatures. The last three column show the result of our analysis. The ratios appearing in the third and sixth column give a direct comparison between the data and our theoretical prediction.
inrease in the excited state energy due to the mixing caused by the ZPEM field does not lead to the ionization of the bound electron. This condition leads to the constraint ǫ > ǫ min where
For transition between l = 2 and l = 3 electonic states, and for the lowest effective radius r e = 2.33 corresponding to the 1.05 nm CNT, we get the condition that ǫ min = 0.05 eV.
We are now ready to calculate the temperature of the coherent water layer. Substituting ρ 01 and N in G we get
Recall that for thermal stability, we need kT < G 2 ω. Thus the maximum limiting temperature upto which the coherent structure could be thermally stable is given by kT max = G 2 E, where E = ω. From these conditions we get
An immediate consequence of Eqn. (17) is that for two CNT's of effective radii r [1] e and r [2] e , the corresponding transition temperatures are related by
Thus the model predicts that the phase transition temperature ratio of water in two different CNT's is completely determined by the ratio of their effective radii, which is available for the water flow. It also predicts that the phase transition temperature decreases as the effective radius of the CNT increases. A comparison of the prediction of this temperature ratio with that obtained in recent experiment [1] is given in Table 1 . The data [1] further indicates that the ice like phase persists upto 30 C, which is approximately the room temperature. In our framework this corresponds to a CNT diameter of approximately 11.5 nm. The value of T max depends on the angular momenta (l, l + 1) of the electronic states between which the transition takes place, ǫ and the effective radius r e of the coherent water structure in the CNT. We choose l = 2 and ǫ = 0.06 eV which satisfies the theoretical constraint that ǫ > 0.05 eV. For the effective radius r e = 2.33 A
• , corresponding to the 1.05 nm CNT, the model predicts the maximum phase transition temperature T max = 433 K or equivalently 160 C. The maximum temperature signifies the upper limit beyond which the thermal instability sets in. Thus the actual temperature is expected to be somewhat less, which is consistent with the experimental data [1] . Once this choice is made, values of the maximum allowed solid-liquid phase transition temperatures for other effective radii can be obtained from Eqn. (18) . Also note that as the CNT radius and equivalently the effective radius r e increases, the value of G decreases. In our formalism this indicates that the mixing between the two electronic states of water becomes weaker and the coherent domains begin to disappear as the effective radius increases. The model thus predicts that stable coherent water cannot exist when the phase transition temperature is lower than the room temperature.
IV. CONCLUSION
The simple model proposed can satisfactorily explain the observed sensitive dependence of the phase-transition temperature on the CNT radius. It predicts that for r e > 11.5 nm there is no ice like phase since the corresponding transition temperature is 303 K, approximately the room temperature. The model uses a simple geometric picture for air molecules to explain the effective radius size. Since the expulsion of air molecules from coherent water leading to the formation of a ring structure reduces the available volume for the water molecules. The model also predicts that the coherent phases of water appear as domains of length of 100-300 nm separated by a few molecules of air in a state of dynamic equilibrium. The key result is that the ratio of the transition temperatures. The presence of these air molecules should be amenable to detection by spectroscopic means.
The ZPEM field acts on all bound electrons in the mesoscopic volume V to form a coherent domain of water. The mesoscopic volume is given by V = πr and λ c denotes the Compton wavelength [19] . From these we get The important feature of this formula is the dependence on the total number of coherent electrons N . We use simple geometric arguments to estimate the maximum allowed value of N .
